We are interested in obtaining an analysis of the bifurcating periodic orbits arising in the generalized Hopf bifurcation problems in R ~. The existence of these periodic orbits has often been obtained by using such techniques as the LiapunovSchmidt method or topological degree arguments (see MA~SDE~ and 3IoC~A]CE~ [8] and HALE [6], and their references). Our approach, on the other hand, is based upon stability properties of the equilibrium point of the unperturbed system. AN-])~om~ov et a~. [1] showed the fruitfulness of this approach in studying bifurcation problems in R 2 (for more recent papers see !~EG~I~I and SALVADO~I [9] and BE~-FELD and SALVADORI [2]). In the case of _~2, ia contrast to that of /~, n > 2, the stability arguments can be effectively applied because of the Poincar6-Bendixson theory. Bifurcation problems in/~ can be reduced to that of/~2 when two dimensional invariant manifolds are known to exist. The existence of such manifolds occurs, for example, when the unperturbed system contains only two purely imaginary eigenvMues.
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In this paper we shall be concerned with the general situation in R" in which the unperturbed system may have several pairs of purely imaginary cigenvMues.
To be more precise, let us consider the differential system We are interested in determining the number of nontrivial periodic orbits of (1.2) lying near the origin and having period close to 2n for those ] close to ]o. In approaching this problem, we will consider for any positive integer k the following property: In contrast to (a) another property which we will consider is: (A) For any neighborhood N of /o, for any integer j > 0, for any a > 0 and for any 6 ~ 0 there exists /e N such that (1.2) has j nontrivial periodic orbits lying in B~(a) whose period is in [2~--(5, 2~ § 6].
In 1~, AN~)~o~ov et al. [1] proved that property (a) ((i), (if)) is a consequence of the origin of (1.1) being h-asymptotically stable or h-completely unstable where h is an odd integer and k = (h --1)/2. The origin of (1.1) in R ~ is said to be h-asymptotically stable (h-completely unstable) ii h is the smallest positive integer such that the origin of (1.2) is asymptotically stable (completely unstable) for all ] for which
; that is h is the smallest positive integer such that asymptotic stability (complete instability) of the origin of (1.1) is recognizable by inspecting the terms up to order h in the Taylor expansion of ]o (see NEGRI~I and SALVA])O]~I [9] for further information on h-asymptotic stability). In a recent paper BERNt.'LLD and SALVA])0RI [2] in R 2 extended the results of Amq)~o~ov et al. [1] by proving property (a) is equivalent to the h-asymptotic stability (h-complete instability) of the origin of (1.1) (where again /~ = (h--1)/2). It was also shown that property (A)
